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Today’s Presentation

● Steps to creating a strategy that will help impact patient acquisition

● How to attract more patients by optimizing "Rich Listings"

● The power of online rating and reviews - and why you need them

● Why taking a transparent approach to sharing information is vital to engaging 
patients
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Marketing Metrics

Increase in patient volume

Increase in revenue

Increase in new patients

Increase in market share
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Shift in the Market

• Health insurance cost rising

• Healthcare provider choices increasing

• Online healthcare data growing

• Patient as educated consumer
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The Patient Journey
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Discovery
Researches symptoms online using

• search engines
• health websites
• social media
• Blogs

Decides what type of provider to see.
Selection
Patient consults
• Search engines
• Healthcare directories
• Review sites

Point of Care
Patient pays attention to aspects of 
experience, like
• How friendly the staff is
• How attentive the doctor is
• How long they waited

Feedback
The patient visits an online 
review site to leave feedback.

Patient leaves a review,  helping 

the next patient select a provider

It starts with a symptom
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“Consumer-to-patient journey is largely 
a digital journey at their moment of 

need.” 

- John Weston, former Chief Marketing Officer, Mayo Clinic 



77%
Patients use search before making 
an appointment

Patients use online reviews as first 
step in finding a doctor
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Patients Seek Physicians First
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Consequences of Inaction

• Missed appointments and/or patient no-shows due to incorrect 
information online:
• If you charge $100/visit for each patient, and two patients no-show per 

day, your baseline cost to your health system totals a minimum of 
$50,000 per year.

• Competition is a click away with online reviews. 
• 47% of patients willing to go out-of-network based on reviews.
• When doctors are missing star ratings and reviews, more than 50% of 

people searching for doctors will not choose those providers.
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Develop Your Patient Acquisition Strategy

2
InfluenceOwn Maintain 

& Optimize

31
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OWN

Own your health system brand and healthcare provider brands on and 
off your owned online properties.

• Ensure your location data for each physician and facility is clean 
across key publisher sites
➢ Take control of these publisher sites and the physician and 

location information on them

• Establish and baseline your online reputation
➢ Aggregate and monitor third-party online reviews
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Focus on owning your content on the following publisher sites:

➢ Search Engines: Google, Bing, Yahoo

➢ Maps: Google Maps, Apple Maps

➢ Social: Facebook, Instagram, Foursquare, Twitter

➢ Review sites: (Healthcare and non-Healthcare) Yelp, Vitals, Wellness.com, 
Healthgrades, UCompare Healthcare, RateMDs (prioritize sites based on what 
is important to your system)
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INFLUENCE

Ensure your competitive advantage as you invest marketing dollars. You 
spend money to market your system, so be sure data is correct so that 
patients can choose you over the competition.

• Ensure you have the right information in front of the right patient at 
the right time through Rich Listings:
➢ Can the patient find you and your physical location?
➢ Can the patient call the right number and make an appointment?

• Inform and engage patients at consumer moments
➢ Response to patient online reviews
➢ Turn your CAHPS surveys into online ratings and reviews
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Use Rich Listings to Attract Patients

Attract more patients by optimizing "Rich Listings"
● Ensure accurate Name, Address & Phone Numbers for each physician 

in your health system.

● Add enhanced physician-specific content to the listing:
○ Qualifications & Experience: Degrees, Education and Board certifications
○ Insurance accepted
○ Gender
○ Physician description / bio
○ Physician headshot
○ Procedures performed
○ Conditions treated
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Poor First Impression Positive First Impression

• No Photos or Logo 
• Incorrect Naming Convention
• Incorrect Website
• No Enhanced Content
• No Featured Message
• Not Merchant Verified
• Non-Optimized Categories
• No Business Description

The Patient’s First Impression
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“We have clearly shown Steward can expand the top of its marketing funnel with Yext…. 
And we are now getting many more qualified leads for appointments.”

Brian Carty, Chief Marketing Officer

40%
lift in search impressions by listing 
doctors and facilities on third-party sites

44%
increase in doctor profile views with the 
Yext Healthcare Location Cloud 

Yext Healthcare Location Cloud
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Engaging Online Ratings and Reviews
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Transparency is Critical for Engagement 
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Transparency Case Study

25%
increase in page views 

for primary care 
providers with star 

ratings 

29%
increase in page views 

for specialty care 
providers with star 

ratings 

87%
of patients found star 
ratings to be helpful 

85%
of patients found the 
comments shared by 
other patients to be 

helpful 

 “Consumers expect to shop for and purchase healthcare just like any other 
service. Binary Fountain is helping us empower them to see what other patients 

are saying, so that they can find the best physician...”

Orest Holubec, Senior Vice President, Communications
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MAINTAIN & OPTIMIZE

Ongoing maintenance & optimization is important to ensure that you’re 
monitoring your reputation and your location data.

 Consider the following use cases:

➢ Managing Feedback. How do you ensure your providers have enough 
recent online reviews to attract consumers? 

➢ Physician Movement. How do you handle your physician data when 
providers move in and out of health systems, and move locations within 
health systems?

➢ Acquisitions or System Rebrands. What happens when your health 
systems acquires another health system or rebrands? You need to 
assimilate locations under the new name, so how do you do this?
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Metric Expected Results

Increase Patient 
Acquisition

● Increase in number of appointments scheduled
● Increase in traffic to your owned URLs (leading to appointments scheduled)
● Increase in calls to call center

Increase Online 
Presence and Brand

● Increase in positive online reviews
● Improved position in search results

Patient Experience

● Insights from online reviews used to improve patient experience, impacting future online 
reviews

● Increase in number of on-time appointments (fewer errors with parking, wrong addresses, 
etc.)

Data Accuracy
● 99.9% accuracy of digital listings
● Complete, consistent and robust data content and branding for all listings

Time Management
● Timesavings for managing online reviews 
● Decrease time spent managing errors in data across the publisher ecosystem

Single Source of Truth 
for your Data

● Decreased headaches associated with finding and managing internal data

Meaningful Metrics
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First impressions matter:
- You can’t control the patient’s path to health, so you have to ensure you 

uphold the highest standards anywhere the patient can find your information 
online.

Employ a Management Strategy:
- Practice a strategy of Own, Influence and Maintain & Optimize to increase 

opportunities to acquire the patient, regardless of where and how they find 
you.
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